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A termination of hostilities will be impossible as long as Washington thinks it
can coerce Tehran into submission
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US President Donald Trump reinstates sanctions against Iran on 8 May (AFP)

n a statement (https://www.fp4america.org/prodiplomacy-groups-urge-american-lawmakers-to-
reenter-jcpoa) issued on 20 February, more than 50 pro-diplomacy organisations representing millions
of American voters urged US policymakers to respect the Iran nuclear deal, which verifiably blocks
Iran’s pathway to a nuclear weapon, supports good-faith diplomacy and opposes war with Iran. 

Earlier last month, as millions of Iranians rallied (https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2019/02/millions-
mark-40th-anniversary-iranian-revolution-190211002413307.html) to mark the 40th anniversary of the
1979 revolution that ended 2,500 years of monarchy in Iran, US President Donald Trump tweeted
(https://thehill.com/policy/defense/429471-trump-tweets-in-persian-to-send-message-to-iran-on-
revolutions-anniversary) in Persian and English: “40 years of corruption. 40 years of repression. 40
years of terror. The regime in Iran has produced only #40YearsofFailure. The long-suffering Iranian
people deserve a much brighter future.” 
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In response, Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad Zarif tweeted
(https://twitter.com/JZarif/status/1095077605135536128): “#40YearsofFailure to accept that Iranians
will never return to submission. #40YearsofFailure to adjust US policy to reality. #40YearsofFailure to
destabilize Iran through blood & treasure.”

Nuclear fallout

Both Iranian and US leaders concur that Washington has imposed the most biting
(https://nypost.com/2018/08/07/trump-iran-sanctions-are-most-biting-ever-imposed/) sanctions ever
on Tehran. It bears noting, however, that with the exception of the brief period from 2013 to 2016,
when Tehran and Washington negotiated at the highest levels to resolve one of their most complicated
disagreements - the nuclear issue - US policy towards Iran has been constantly focused on economic
sanctions, pressure and regime change. 

The question remains whether Trump wants to continue on this ineffective and costly path, or pursue
a new approach with Iran to break decades of deadlock in their bilateral relations. “Change and our
attitude will change,” Iranian Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei has said
(https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/world/rouhani-says-iran-ready-to-accept-friendly-us-ties-if-it-
repents/ar-BBTg1jt). Trump could, in fact, end decades of US-Iran animosity by adopting a five-
pronged strategy.

Even if Washington and Tehran want to remain eternal
enemies, at least they could refrain from insulting each
other’s people, history and culture

First is intention. Washington must convey to Tehran its intention to abandon
(https://www.usatoday.com/story/opinion/voices/2018/09/26/iran-united-states-foreign-policy-iraq-
war-column/1379872002/) its regime-change policy, something that is only attainable if Washington
shows its sincerity through both words and actions. Empty words followed up by hostile actions would
only demonstrate Washington’s disingenuousness (https://ifpnews.com/wired/us-call-for-talks-not-
sincere-iranian-speaker/) and lack of seriousness, likely leading to the opposite of the intended results.
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Second is language. The US has always talked down to Iran, employing disrespectful and offensive
language (https://twitter.com/statedept/status/1045101390601867264?lang=en) towards the country,
calling it a “pariah state (https://www.reuters.com/article/us-iran-sanctions-idUSTRE7B40EI20111205)”
and adding it to the “axis of evil
(https://www.pbs.org/wgbh/pages/frontline/shows/tehran/axis/map.html)”. To be fair, Iran has used
the same derogatory language in reference to the US, which it brands as the “Great Satan
(https://www.wsj.com/articles/irans-guard-chief-says-u-s-still-the-great-satan-1441112042)”.

Even if Washington and Tehran want to remain eternal enemies, at least they could refrain from
insulting each other’s people, history and culture. Khamenei recently clarified
(https://news.yahoo.com/death-america-aimed-trump-not-american-nation-iran-093118718.html) that
Iranians would chant “Death to America” as long as Washington’s hostile policies continued, but noted
that the slogan is directed at US leaders, not the American nation.

Diplomatic approach

Third is approach. A termination of hostilities will be impossible as long as Washington thinks it can
coerce (https://www.cato.org/publications/commentary/limits-coercive-diplomacy-iran) Iran into
submission. A diplomatic approach must replace the threat of war and coercive policies - but
diplomacy is not about issuing maximalist demands to a sovereign state and expecting total
capitulation.

Fourth is having a pragmatic plan of action. A number of reports (https://www.cnas.org/press/press-
release/a-realistic-path-for-progress-on-iran-12-guiding-principles-to-achieve-u-s-policy-goals)  by US
think tanks have recommended a “grand bargain, big for big” approach, but this is not realistic. A more
practical approach is to begin with “small for small” measures.

The existing mistrust (https://ips-dc.org/fuelling_mistrust_between_iran_and_the_united_states/)
between Iran and the US runs deep, and Trump’s unilateral withdrawal from the nuclear deal has only
exacerbated the situation. Therefore, the more realistic path forward involves smaller confidence-
building steps, such as Iran-US cooperation on counter-narcotic and anti-piracy operations.
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Iranian Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei greets a crowd in Tehran on 4 June
(HO/Khamenei.IR/AFP)

Fifth is the end state. Washington and Tehran will only enter such a roadmap if they can see the end
state. During nuclear negotiations, the end state for the US was to prevent Iran from acquiring a
nuclear weapon; for Iran, it was "nuclear rights (https://www.huffingtonpost.com/william-o-
beeman/does-iran-have-the-right-_b_4181347.html)" under the non-proliferation treaty and the lifting
(https://www.nytimes.com/2016/01/17/world/middleeast/iran-sanctions-lifted-nuclear-deal.html) of
sanctions. Negotiating for the mere purpose of negotiating is not in the interests of either country.

Resolving the current animosities between Iran and the US can be based on non-intervention
(https://www.mintpressnews.com/algiers-accords-when-the-united-states-pledged-not-to-intervene-
in-iran-internal-affairs/236395/) and a joint respect for sovereignty. There can also be win-win
solutions for some of the ongoing practical issues, such as a fair regional arrangement for conventional
and unconventional weapons in the Middle East.  
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Sustainable peace

While Iran has voluntarily (https://foreignpolicy.com/2018/08/06/how-to-strike-a-missile-deal-with-
iran-trump-ballistic-nuclear-warheads/) limited the range of its ballistic missiles to 2,000 kilometres,
Israel and Saudi Arabia (https://nationalinterest.org/blog/buzz/saudi-arabia-already-has-ballistic-
missile-arsenal-courtesy-china%E2%80%94-little-help-cia-31772) both possess missiles with more than
double that range. And while Israel is the only country in the Middle East with a nuclear weapons
arsenal (https://nationalinterest.org/blog/buzz/israels-nuclear-weapons-5-things-you-need-know-
27382), Iran - which does not have any nuclear weapons - is under pressure and biting sanctions. 

Repeated UN

(https://www.un.org/disarmament/wmd/nuclear/nwfz/) resolutions have called for establishing
nuclear-weapon-free zones in the Middle East. The implementation of UN resolutions, without double
standards, will open the path towards sustainable peace, potentially resolving many of the disputes
between Tehran and Washington.

A day after Trump’s hostile remarks about Iran during his State of the Union
(https://www.vox.com/2019/2/5/18213078/state-of-the-union-iran-trump) address, Iranian President
Hassan Rouhani said (https://www.yahoo.com/news/rouhani-says-iran-ready-accept-friendly-us-ties-
185108392.html) Iran was ready to establish "friendly relations" with the US if it apologised for past
wrongs.

A change in relations is possible, but it requires patience and the right approach. A real change - a big
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change - would take many years, requiring both sides to embrace the obligations and opportunities
that come under the banner of peace. 

The views expressed in this article belong to the author and do not necessarily reflect the editorial
policy of Middle East Eye.

Seyed Hossein Mousavian

- Seyed Hossein Mousavian is Middle East security and nuclear policy specialist at Princeton
University and a former spokesman for Iran’s nuclear negotiators. His book, The Iranian
Nuclear Crisis: A Memoir, was published in 2012 by the Carnegie Endowment for
International Peace. His book, Iran and the United States: An Insider’s View on the Failed Past
and the Road to Peace, was released in May 2014.
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